Maximize the productivity of your office equipment
Power through your tasks with a mix of scanners from
Kodak Alaris + multifunction printers (MFPs)
MFPs are popular because they are multifunctional. And while they can scan, they’re best
for low volume scanning – individual documents or small batches. When large numbers of
documents must be scanned regularly, dedicated scanners from Kodak Alaris can save
time, eliminate logistical challenges, and deliver superior image quality. Our scanners,
together with MFPs, give you the synergistic capabilities to do more, more efficiently.
Capture exceptional images fast with your scanner

• Scan in color or black-and-white at fast rated speeds

Scanning documents, capturing information, and extracting
data is a complex process. Scanners from Kodak Alaris provide
the speed, built-in intelligence, and image clarity you need
to complete your scanning projects quickly, accurately, and
efficiently. Their depth of capabilities offers the ideal match
for document capture and image management needs that are
growing and require more sophisticated solutions.

• Save information in a wide range of file formats

• Move through projects fast and onto other tasks with high
scanning speeds that let you tackle stacks of documents
with ease

• Program up to nine “just push one button” tasks with Smart
Touch technology

• Cut time in half for two-sided documents with single-pass
duplex that scans front and back simultaneously
• Get clean, crisp images ideal for use in other processes –
automatically deskewed, despeckled, and cropped – with
punch holes and other artifacts removed
• Benefit from smaller file sizes for optimal sharing and storage

• Easily move data to any number of databases and systems
(SharePoint, etc.) with time-saving integrations
• Give users the choice of dual output streams like
color and mono – or raw and compressed – with no
loss in speed

• Save desk space with an integrated flatbed or detachable
accessory for oversize and fragile documents
• Simplify indexing with word search capability
• Protect valuable documents with Intelligent Document
Protection that “hears” potential jams or misfeeds and
stops scanning before document damage can occur
(on select scanners)

Gain added versatility with your MFP
When it comes to efficient, cost-effective operation,
combining the functions of multiple devices into one
provides tremendous benefits.
• Save space and costs by eliminating devices, such as fax
machines, that are no longer needed
• Increase efficiency by performing multiple operations
in one session from one station
• Take advantage of advanced finishing functions such
as duplexing, stapling, hole punching, and more
• Cut energy costs through the elimination of devices
that consume power even as they sit idle
Take advantage of MFP/scanner synergy and optimize
your operations
Benefitting from MFPs and scanners from Kodak Alaris
working as a team helps users get more out of both.
• Free up your MFP and do more, faster, by using your
scanner for large scanning jobs
• Capitalize on the scan-to-print capabilities of
your scanner
• Stop running to the MFP to scan documents; capture
them at your desk with your scanner

Scanners from Kodak Alaris and
multifunction printers: synergy
that produces superior results
A solution that capitalizes on the strengths of
scanners from Kodak Alaris and multifunction
printers can be the most effective way to
accommodate different work flows and meet
the diverse, evolving needs of everyone in your
organization. Request commitment-free demos
today and see exactly what we mean.

Want to learn more?
Call: (877) SCAN-IDT
www.idt-inc.com
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